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Anderson, David G. 2021. Addressing Climate Change and the Loss of Cultural Heritage: A Perspective from the Southeastern United States. A talk given in the symposium “Climate Change and Maritime Heritage: Interdisciplinary Perspectives” organized by McKenna Lytrinski. 5 April 2021. https://smcm.zoom.us/rec/share/qL1FGriAa43EsNknTAf4vbVf_Fyij8G2Eqa_XWF1Ze2U8j7hH-IIWbd6EE8Wbzg-q.OP3Cq4HssZWSYcIU (Talk is from 1.30-1.46) Access Passcode: $1Climate

Anderson, David G. Climate Change and Human Culture: Saving the Past and Present for the Future. UT Science Forum, 5 February 2021 https://tennessee.zoom.us/rec/play/aO5CddRZ004ljIxSusmT9CaMCChlsdNxgbLtx-0xLMTb04X6Tj06JvlonHtZch8KL07_CKK9W3yNSF.djVe-iUcRK0oxUVe?continueMode=true&x_dm_rtaid=Kl1rzo- _TySDvG46rQTa5Q.1623435331622.75f90b0b43e25e0e5970fc7f4486449&x_dm_rhtaid=489


Anderson, David G. Mitigating the Impact of Climate Change on the Archaeological Record: Reservoir Investigations Suggest How to Proceed. A paper in the session “Can we save them all? Adaptation and Mitigation Efforts for Heritage at Risk in the Southeast” organized by Emily Jane Murray, Meg Gaillard, and Sarah E. Miller, at the 76th Annual Meeting of the Southeastern Archaeological Conference, Jackson, Mississippi, November 6-9, 2019


Anderson, David G. Climate Change and Cultural Response: The Future of South Carolina Archaeology. A paper presented in the session “Heritage at Risk: Coastal Erosion of Archaeological Sites in South Carolina” at the 45th Annual Conference of the Archaeological Society of South Carolina, University of South Carolina, Saturday, February 16, 2019. (Invited plenary speaker).


